The foundation of the global digital economy is showing cracks. Countries that support an open, rules-based global trading system need to agree on a common framework.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

- The digital economy's foundation is cracking as some countries try to impose their rules on others, and some erect barriers and turn inward.

- To maximize the innovation and productivity benefits of data, countries that support an open, rules-based trading system need to agree on core principles and common rules.

- Rather than tell firms where they can store or process data, countries should hold firms accountable for managing data they collect, regardless of where they store or process it.

- Countries should revise inefficient processes and outdated legal agreements governing law enforcement access to data stored in other jurisdictions.

- Countries should adopt policies with appropriate checks and balances for ISPs to block data flows involving illegal distribution of unlicensed content.

- For data to flow “with trust,” countries must support the key technology people and businesses rely on to ensure its confidentiality: encryption.
OVERVIEW

Just as there was a set of institutions, agreements, and principles that emerged out of Bretton Woods in the aftermath of World War II to manage global economic issues, the countries that value the role of an open, competitive, and rules-based global digital economy need to come together to enact new global rules and norms to manage a key driver of today’s global economy: data. Japanese Prime Minister Abe’s new initiative for “data free flow with trust,” combined with Japan’s hosting of the G20 and leading role in e-commerce negotiations at the World Trade Organization (WTO), provides a valuable opportunity for many of the world’s leading digital economies (Australia, the United States, and European Union, among others) to rectify the gradual drift toward a fragmented and less-productive global digital economy. Prime Minister Abe is right in proclaiming, “We have yet to catch up with the new reality, in which data drives everything, where the D.F.F.T., the Data Free Flow with Trust, should top the agenda in our new economy," and right in his call “to rebuild trust toward the system for international trade. That should be a system that is fair, transparent, and effective in protecting IP and also in such areas as e-commerce.”

The central premise of this effort should be a recognition that data and data-driven innovation are a force for good. Across society, data innovation—the use of data to create value—is creating more productive and innovative economies, transparent and responsive governments, better social outcomes (improved health care, safer and smarter cities, etc.). But to maximize the innovative and productivity benefits of data, countries that support an open, rules-based global trading system need to agree on core principles and enact common rules. The benefits of a rules-based and competitive global digital economy are at risk as a diverse range of countries in various stages of political and economic development have policy regimes that undermine core processes, especially the flow of data and its associated legal responsibilities; the use of encryption to protect data and digital activities and technologies; and the blocking of data constituting illegal, pirated content.

To maximize the innovative and productivity benefits of data, countries that support an open, rules-based global trading system need to agree on core principles and enact common rules.

Japan’s hosting of the G20 provides a valuable forum for discussions of these issues, as it involves many key players and comes at a (long-overdue) moment when countries are moving toward new rules and norms, both domestically and internationally, that impact the global digital economy. This report outlines the Information Technology and Innovation Foundation’s (ITIF’s) views on some of the core principles, rules, and issues that should be on the agenda. The report starts with a brief overview of ITIF’s framework for cross-border Internet policy. This provides the foundation for four key principles and policies ITIF recommends policymakers consider as part of discussions on data free flow with trust and related issues and initiatives at WTO and other forums.
These principles and policies are:

1. **Rather than tell firms where they can store or process data, policymakers should hold firms accountable for managing data they collect, regardless of where they store or process it.** Leading digital economies need to articulate and enact a framework that is based on local accountability and interoperability in order to provide a clearer, and better, alternative to the two other main, contrasting approaches: efforts by (mainly European) countries to make other countries adopt their (universalist) approach to data privacy in order to make them responsible for enforcement (instead of holding firms responsible), and countries forcing firms to only store data locally (a concept known as data localization).

   a. Similarly, policymakers should apply an accountability-based approach to ensuring firms provide timely access to data in response to requests for data from financial regulatory authorities, rather than focusing on the location of data storage.

2. **Countries should revise the inefficient processes and outdated legal agreements that govern law enforcement requests for access to data stored in another country’s jurisdiction.** If we are to establish a widely shared free flow of data with trust regime, one key component of that trust needs to be national law enforcement agencies trusting they can get access to domestic data (related to legitimate law enforcement investigations) stored in other nations.

   a. Countries should develop a Geneva Convention for Data that would establish international rules for transparency, settle questions of jurisdiction, and increase cooperation and coordination of cross-border requests from law enforcement.

   b. Beyond new and ongoing initiatives (such as the U.S. Cloud Act executive agreements and EU e-evidence reforms), countries should also improve existing institutions, processes, and tools used to manage cross-border law enforcement requests for data, especially mutual legal assistance treaties (MLATs), to ensure requests are handled efficiently.
3. **Countries should develop the legal and administrative frameworks (with respective checks and balances) that allow Internet service providers to block data flows that involve the illegal distribution and use of unlicensed content.**

   Within the concept of data free flow with trust, it is important to recognize that not all data flows should be treated the same, as some data flows are rightly illegal. The world’s leading digital economies should recognize that website blocking is a constructive intellectual property policy tool to use for copyright enforcement, as Australia, Singapore, the United Kingdom, and dozens of other countries already do.

4. **Countries should support and not undermine encryption’s role in securing data flows and digital technologies.** For data to flow “with trust,” as specified by Prime Minister Abe, it needs to take into consideration the key technology people and businesses rely on to ensure the confidentiality of data: encryption. Any government attempt to undermine encryption reduces the overall security of law-abiding citizens and businesses, makes it more difficult for companies from countries with weakened encryption to compete in global markets, and limits advancements in information security.

---

**A PRAGMATIC GLOBAL FRAMEWORK TO ADDRESS CROSS-BORDER INTERNET POLICY**

Countries have made little substantive progress in creating a framework for resolving the many conflicts over Internet policy that inevitably occur between sovereign nations sharing access to a global medium, despite the fact that the Internet grows more important to society and the global economy each day. These conflicts arise over a myriad of issues, such as free speech, intellectual property, privacy, cybercrime, consumer protection, taxation, commercial regulation, and others. To date, despite many attempts, no framework has been successful at providing a practical and widely accepted model for policymakers to resolve cross-border Internet policy conflicts in ways that respect both the global nature of the Internet and national laws and norms.

This means the Internet, like all other technologies, has ended up being guided by both formal and informal rules by international, national, and subnational bodies (whether government or nongovernment) throughout its history. The result is an uncoordinated patchwork of laws, treaties, regulations, norms, and standards. These often come into conflict with each other, especially as policy decisions in one country can create significant negative externalities for individuals and businesses outside of that country—an effect not likely to be taken into consideration. Or a nation may pass a law that impacts firms and individuals outside of its jurisdiction and is simply unenforceable. From a trade and economic perspective, disputes over these policies and approaches can be used as cover for what are essentially anticompetitive, trade-distorting actions that harm the global economy. When this happens, many individuals and organizations can be caught in the middle.
A key reason for the lack of progress on global Internet policy is nations have different values and priorities, and attempts at resolving policy disputes inevitably falter because the various parties lack a common basis for dialogue. This leads to two generally opposed approaches: universalism and Balkanism. Regarding the former, a reason many proposed frameworks have failed is they try to apply a particular nation’s worldview, such as promoting democracy and freedom of expression (as in the case of the United States), or maintaining political control (as in the case of nations such as China and Russia), on the rest of the world. However, some of the most fervent calls for universalism come from cyber-libertarian groups in the West who call for universal rules such as “Internet freedom for all,” “no online censorship,” and “an open Internet.” These types of advocates generally call for government to not enact policies that effect the Internet. But despite the appeal of these universal proposals (e.g., they would be relatively easy to administer if everyone would just agree to one universal framework, and an open Internet is a good thing), such frameworks simply cannot work because nations have significantly different cultural values, policy priorities, and legal systems. But the alternative—a Balkanized, fragmented global Internet that gives nations the right to act as they please on the web—cannot be the answer either.

Therefore, what is needed is a framework that allows nations the right to design Internet policy according to their own national needs and rules, avoid trampling on the rights of other sovereign nations, and develop common solutions to address issues where there is broad global consensus about desirable “universal goods” and undesirable “universal bads” (see figure 1).

Figure 1: Typology of Internet policy goals affecting individuals outside the country
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The clearest example of a universal good, and thus the need for universal rules, pertains to frameworks on core Internet architecture and protocols, as the Internet needs commonly shared global standards. A multi-stakeholder approach to maintaining this goal is desirable, as debates and disagreements over the technical architecture and protocols of the Internet can only be
resolved with stakeholder consensus. And the Internet, which is itself a network of networks, has vastly more stakeholders, many of which are private companies, than previous telecommunications systems, so a multi-stakeholder model is best suited for such technical discussions.

An example of a universal good in how the Internet is used in countries that want to put in place new rules on digital trade, as they recognize the shared benefits of promoting an open, competitive, and innovative global digital economy. This is an extension of the basis for the existence of WTO, in that it provides evidence of broad international consensus on the benefits of free trade (a universal good). Similarly, as there is broad international agreement on the need to combat child pornography (a universal bad), including a United Nations human rights treaty, signatory nations should support Internet policies designed to reduce this and other criminal activity, such as digital content piracy.  

What is needed is a framework that allows nations the right to design Internet policy according to their own national needs and rules, avoid trampling on others’ rights, and develop common solutions where there is broad global consensus about universal goods and bads.

However, countries need to recognize that when it comes to policies about how the Internet is used, as opposed to policies about how the Internet is constructed, there can be differences between nations. As shown in figure 1, these are local goods or local bads. Policymakers need to recognize this policy distinction—between policies with global consensus and those without—as they consider principles and policies pertaining to data free flow with trust. Given that the issues raised in this report involve the use of the Internet (and not its architecture), this consensus will (at best) be widespread but not unanimous. Some countries (most likely those authoritarian in nature) will not see international cooperation as desirable, as these countries associate data governance with political and social control. Therefore, these countries are likely to be intractable in coming up with principles and mechanisms that allow for cross-border data flows, robust encryption, and other measures that are part of a global framework for global digital activity.

Given this, it is better that a consensus-based approach be ambitious, but pragmatic, in seeking shared principles and agreements on selected data-related issues among a likeminded group of countries that together represent a substantial part of the global economy and value an open, rules-based, and innovative global digital economy. Policymakers need to consider the alternative if they continue to persevere (in vain) for some sort of harmonized, universalist outcome on data-related issues. While this takes place, more and more countries will enact restrictive data-related policies that make not only such an outcome less likely, but any such outcome increasingly ineffective—in terms of an open and competitive global digital economy—given where it would inevitably place the lowest common denominator among countries with the most restrictive approach to digital governance.
Australia, Japan, the United States, and other nations need to seize the opportunity to lead the agenda in forming a consensus on core principles, tools, and agreements on issues affecting the global digital economy, such as on the cross-border flow of data. These countries can pursue such rules in whichever forum and mechanism they see as the most appropriate (whether through WTO, bilaterally, or elsewhere), but the more they are able to start from a set of shared principles and preferred outcomes, the more likely they are to make progress. The subsequent sections outline four core principles and policies ITIF believes should be at the heart of Prime Minister Abe’s initiative for data free flow with trust.

**Principle 1: Firms Should Be Held Accountable for Managing the Data They Collect, Regardless of Where They Store, Process, or Transfer the Data**

Accountability should be the principle at the heart of a global framework for the free flow of data with trust. When policymakers deal with data governance and cross-border data flows, the basic expectation should be that when it comes to handling data, companies doing business in a country should be responsible and held accountable under that nation’s laws and regulations, for both their own actions and the actions of their agents and business partners, regardless of whether they’re located inside or outside the country where a firm collects or manages data. Therefore, the focus for policymakers in making data-related laws and regulations is ensuring they hold firms accountable regardless of where the firms store, process, or transfer data.

This accountability principle is based on two key points: A firm with “legal nexus” in a country’s jurisdiction has to abide by its data-related laws (even if the company transfers data abroad), and each country’s domestic data governance needs to be global in scope and interoperable in practice given the globally distributed nature of the Internet.

---

The focus for policymakers is ensuring they hold firms accountable regardless of where the firms store, process, or transfer data.

---

First, policymakers should focus on ensuring their legal frameworks make clear that firms with a legal nexus in their jurisdiction are responsible for managing data in a certain way, wherever the data is transferred and stored. This expectation could be made clear in law by declaring that companies doing business in a country are legally responsible for any failures to manage data (such as personal data) from that country, regardless of whether those failures are the fault of the firm in that country or abroad, or an affiliate or business partner in that country or abroad. In other words, a country’s data-protection rules would travel with the data. Companies doing business in a given country would have a strong incentive to assist their business partners outside that country in adhering to its privacy protections, because its citizens and the government could seek remedies from that company for any privacy violations, such as a data breach, irrespective of whether that company or its partners were at fault.
Focusing on this key legal nexus concept would cover the behavior of many firms that attract regulatory scrutiny. Just as a global bank or manufacturer with branches or plants in a given nation is subject to that nation’s privacy and security laws and regulations, foreign technology (or any other) firms cannot escape from complying with that nation’s laws by transferring data overseas. But what about companies without legal nexus in a particular country (i.e., the firm has no physical presence, business activity, or marketing directed toward a specific foreign country)? For example, the citizens of nation A might visit the website of a small company located in nation B, which has different privacy and security laws. This company did not have a legal nexus in country A, so it cannot be expected to abide by the laws there. In this case, the only way nation A’s laws can be enforced—whether or not they require data localization—is if they simply cut off their citizens’ access to all foreign websites. This is not the case for most businesses involved in foreign digital activity, as they have legal nexus, but it highlights the fallacy of countries trying to enact policies that cannot be contained in-country, but affect the entire Internet.

This accountability-based approach is shared by most nations, after all, including for data privacy. For example, although the United States does not have an “adequacy” standard such as in the EU, the majority of companies in the United States must disclose certain data-privacy practices and adhere to those requirements, even when processing data outside the country, as they remain responsible for the data regardless of where it is processed. U.S. companies mitigate these risks by stipulating requirements in relevant data-handling and processing contracts they implement with other companies. For example, foreign companies operating in the United States must comply with the privacy provisions of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), which regulates U.S. citizens’ privacy rights for health data—even if they move data outside the United States. And, if a foreign company’s affiliates overseas violate HIPAA, then U.S. regulators can bring legal action against the foreign company’s operations in the United States. In a way, such an approach are part of how firms already comply with data-related laws and regulations, as well as being a key part of existing data-transfer mechanisms countries and firms use (such as model contracts, binding corporate rules, the EU-US Privacy Shield, and the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation’s Cross-Border Privacy Rules (CBPR)).

Policymakers need to focus on an accountability-based approach rather than mistakenly believing that forcing firms to exclusively store data locally (a concept known as “data localization”) is the only way to enforce data-handling requirements on foreign organizations. While any country can demand extraterritorial application of its laws, it may not always be able to enforce them (as this can be quite complex). Multiple criteria are used by courts to determine when a country has the authority to impose its laws on those outside of its borders. However, as long as a firm has a legal nexus within a country’s jurisdiction, it has to abide by the laws of that country, regardless of where they store data. Just as international financial firms operating in a foreign country fall under the purview of that country’s local regulatory agencies, regardless of where they transfer money to, so do firms that collect and use data as part of their business within that region. For example, many businesses have foreign workers (e.g., sales teams) or foreign assets (e.g., real estate, products, or bank accounts) that give foreign countries viable mechanisms for enforcement of
failures to abide by civil or criminal laws. Policymakers have leverage over firms doing business virtually because they can block access to domestic markets, such as by prohibiting local advertising.

Second, this accountability principle is based on the fact that modern technology, especially the Internet and cloud data storage, means that each country’s domestic regulatory regime for data (such as for privacy) needs to be globally interoperable given that each country faces the same challenge in applying its laws to firms that may transfer data between jurisdictions. Interoperable privacy frameworks are the international extension of this accountability-based approach such that data is still able to flow between different privacy regimes, and countries’ data protection rules flow with it. The goal for interoperability also reflects the fact that there will be no one globally harmonized privacy regime. It is no surprise that interoperability—not harmonization or even adequacy—is a key objective of several of the leading data-protection initiatives, such as those from the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development and Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC).

No doubt, domestic regulators need the support and resources to fully operationalize such a framework in order to give them greater confidence in their ability to enforce local laws in the Internet era. In part, this can be done through additional international mechanisms that support the development and application of shared principles and cooperation between regulatory authorities. For example, there is obviously room for improvement in facilitating greater cooperation between different countries’ privacy regulators. One example is the Global Privacy Enforcement Network, which was launched in 2010 by the privacy authorities of 12 countries, including the United States, Australia, Canada, France, Germany, and the United Kingdom. Another is the APEC Cross-border Privacy Enforcement Arrangement (CPEA), which creates a regional framework for information sharing and cooperation on enforcement among privacy regulators. At the next level below this, privacy regulators can set up bilateral arrangements (e.g., memorandums of understanding) with counterparts. Countries can then use these and bilateral mechanisms to both share information and best practices, and cooperate on joint investigations, such as what the U.S. Federal Trade Commission has done with over a dozen countries.

The 2015 data breach at Ashley Madison (an adult dating website) highlights how privacy regulators can use these interoperability mechanisms to work together. Ashley Madison is headquartered in Canada, but its websites have a global reach, with users in 50 countries, including Australia. Although the firm that owns Ashley Madison does not have a physical presence in Australia, it conducts marketing in Australia, targets its services to Australian residents, and collects information from citizens in Australia. It therefore falls under Australian law. Canada’s privacy regulator (the Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada) initiated a joint investigation with its Australian counterpart (the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner) based on each nation’s respective participation in the APEC CPEA—which allowed for cooperation and the exchange of information on certain aspects of the investigation, despite each side conducting their own investigation according to their respective data privacy laws. The final analysis was that Ashley Madison held significant amounts of personal data (much of it sensitive) and should have had
security measures in place, such as an explicit risk-management process to identify information security risks. Ashley Madison agreed to a compliance and enforcement undertaking with both the Australian and Canadian privacy regulators to implement the regulators’ recommendations.14

Australia, Singapore, Japan, the United States and other leading digital economies need to articulate and enact a framework that is based on local accountability and interoperability in order to provide a clearer, and better, alternative to the two other main, contrasting approaches: efforts by countries (mainly European) to make other countries adopt their (universalist) approach to data privacy in order to make them responsible for enforcement (instead of holding firms responsible) and countries forcing firms to only store data locally (data localization). Essentially, the likely alternative to an approach based on accountability and interoperability is one characterized by Balkanization, as countries and subgroups of countries (in the case of the EU) enact artificial barriers that prohibit all or certain types of data flows.

Importantly, while the EU’s data protection rules have gained some global traction over the past year, there is no reason to suspect that in the future another country or region might not put forth competing rules. For example, imagine if China created its own set of data protection rules and declared that any country wanting to do business in China must have identical data protection laws. Such a scenario would potentially force countries to choose one privacy regime or another. Therefore, it is unrealistic and impractical to demand universal rules on privacy. A better option would be to create an interoperable system.

An interoperable system would focus on “global protections through local accountability.” The principle idea is that a country can enforce its rules on any foreign or domestic organization with legal nexus. Moreover, a country can enforce its rules on these organizations based on how they handle the data they collect, even if that data handling occurs abroad or with a third party. It is only through rigorous local enforcement that they are able to protect data globally. And it is this local enforcement that avoids the need to demand that all other countries abide by the same set of rules or pursue data localization policies.

Leading digital economies need to provide a clearer, better alternative to efforts by (mainly European) countries to make others adopt their approach to data privacy, and countries forcing firms to only store data locally.

Interoperability arises naturally from this framework, but countries can go further. In many cases, countries do share common rules, so there are opportunities to harmonize rules to make compliance easier. Moreover, countries can improve lawful government access to data stored through reciprocal agreements that streamline access among countries with similar legal protections, including through modernized mutual legal assistance treaties. Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, countries can expand their enforcement capabilities by entering into cooperative agreements that allow foreign regulators to investigate jointly, share findings, and impose penalties on violators, thereby strengthening the hands of regulators globally.
Beyond interoperability, the two alternative approaches to data governance data localization and the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) are problematic in their own ways. The EU’s GDPR regime is problematic because it pushes for harmonization and tries to make foreign countries responsible for enforcing European data privacy standards instead of using domestic regulations to hold companies responsible for breaches of European data privacy laws. GDPR imposes a general prohibition on transfers of EU personal data to only a small group of foreign countries it has determined (as part of an opaque and ad hoc process) provide an “adequate” level of protection equal to data protection at home. A critical flaw in the European Union’s approach is the mistaken logic that this country-by-country assessment approach is effective in promoting better data privacy and protection by companies that manage personal data.  

Furthermore, the EU’s top-down approach is ultimately untenable, as differences in social, cultural, and political values, norms, and institutions are behind countries not regulating privacy the same way. For example, given the country’s approach to data protection and privacy, it is inconceivable China would ever be deemed “adequate” from a European perspective. Yet, the fact that Europe has not applied to China the same standards it applies to the United States with regard to EU personal data highlights the arbitrary nature of its approach. Ultimately, an interoperable framework for global protections through local accountability represents a more realistic and tenable approach to global data privacy—as, so far, outside European and British territories, only six countries have received a national adequacy finding from the EU: Argentina, Uruguay, Israel, Japan, New Zealand, and Canada.

In contrast, many U.S. firms rely on the EU-US Privacy Shield Framework (as the United states is not deemed adequate by the EU) to manage cross-border transfers of personal data with Europe, while a much smaller number of U.S. firms use APEC’s CBPR for transfers to relevant APEC member economies. A 2017 International Association of Privacy Professionals-EY Annual Privacy Governance Report, in a survey of nearly 600 privacy professionals around the world, showed the importance of cross-border transfers of personal data and these two mechanisms. Overall, 55 percent of survey respondents’ firms transferred personal data from the EU to the United States. Breaking this down, the survey showed how different firms rely on such flows and the EU-US Privacy Shield: 79 percent of EU and European firms, and 52 percent of U.S. firms; 82 percent of large multinationals with over $25 billion in revenue, and 34 percent of firms with under 5,000 employees; 73 percent of firms with a mature privacy practice, and 53 percent of early firms (along a maturity curve of early, middle stage, and mature). Meanwhile, 84 percent of respondents stated they will apply for CBPR sometime within the next few years.

Data localization is becoming more common as a growing number of countries mistakenly believe it makes data more private and secure and is necessary to ensure regulatory oversight.
Meanwhile, data localization is becoming more common as a growing number of countries are forcing firms to store data locally in the mistaken belief that data is more private and secure when it is stored within a country’s borders (not true) and needs to be stored locally to ensure regulatory oversight for data-related issues (also not true, as detailed in the subsequent section).\textsuperscript{19} As to the former, controlling where organizations store data does not impact how they collect and use it (privacy)—or how they store and transmit it (security). Policies that lead to local data storage can actually undermine personal data protection, as without an independent judiciary and set of legal protections, governments can bring more pressure and tools to bear in forcing local providers to disclose data (for both social and political purposes). Even if a data privacy framework only requires a copy of data to be stored locally, rather than prohibiting transfers of all data, it nevertheless lays the groundwork for such an outcome. Furthermore, wherever data privacy intersects with cybersecurity, forced local data storage can make personal data more susceptible to inadvertent disclosures (i.e., data breaches) if the local data center is not committed to enacting best-in-class cybersecurity measures. Such inadvertent disclosures are the result of security failures. When it comes to data storage and protection, it is important the company involved (which either runs its own networks or uses a third-party cloud provider) be dedicated to implementing the most advanced methods to prevent such disclosures. The location of these systems has no bearing on the security of data.

Financial and Securities Regulators Should Focus on Firms Providing Access to Data (Not Where Data is Stored)

A growing number of countries, including China, India, Indonesia, Russia, and Turkey are enacting data localization requirements as part of financial oversight frameworks.\textsuperscript{20} At one stage, the United States pursued trade policy provisions that created the potential for localization, but it has since revised its approach.\textsuperscript{21} While many countries (such as India and Russia) use regulatory concerns as cover for protectionist intentions, there are other cases where underlying regulatory concerns over access to data are legitimate, albeit mistaken, and used to justify data localization. As policymakers discuss global digital economic issues, financial data also deserves attention, as it is among the most commonly targeted data categories (besides personal data).

Policymakers are enacting data localization requirements in the mistaken belief that it is the best and only way for data to remain accessible to government agencies for regulatory oversight. Policymakers are mistaken to believe firms can avoid oversight (and requests for data) by simply transferring data out of a given country. This is especially true for financial firms and firms listed on a local stock exchange, as they already have a clear legal nexus in a jurisdiction and have likely had to seek regulatory approval from local financial authorities to operate in a given jurisdiction. Indicative of many issues involving data, there are likely to be cases wherein jurisdictions come into conflict over access to data due to local laws and regulations (such as privacy). But similar concerns over other financial oversight issues have not prevented a more integrated global financial system. Nor should they, in the case of data governance. In contrast
they have led to the International Monetary Fund, the Financial Stability Board, and others working together on such shared concerns, including on data, as they recognize the mutual benefits of cooperation.

Policymakers should apply an accountability-based approach in ensuring firms provide timely access to data in response to requests for data from financial regulatory authorities (in the case of financial and payment services firms) and stock exchange administrators (for publicly listed companies). Modern cloud computing, which allows transfers of data with the mere click of a button, enables firms to provide timely access as part of regulatory oversight, while still allowing them to move financial data freely in order to provide secure, innovative, global services. Given the clear legal nexus of these firms, regulators should be confident they can ensure firms comply with data requests, regardless of where those firms store data. The focus for a nation’s data governance frameworks should be on regulatory access to firms’ data being timely, direct, and complete, regardless of where this data is stored. Obviously, if firms are unable to provide authorities with timely access to data, they should face legal penalties. But again, the focus should be on holding firms accountable regardless of where they store data. In this way, just as consumer safety and other laws apply to tangible goods that flow in and out of a country as part of international trade, regulatory, cybersecurity, and other rules should apply to both data and the financial firms that move and store data in other nations.

The respective approaches of the United States and the European Commission (EC) provide examples for other countries in regards to regulatory oversight and access to data. As part of efforts to build a Digital Single Market, EC is working to remove barriers to the transfer of company, tax, bookkeeping, and financial data, and asking that member states focus on mandating access. For example, in 2015, Denmark changed its local data storage requirement for accounting data such that companies could store their data anywhere, as long as Danish authorities were given easy access to it on request. This is where the focus should be: putting in place the legal framework to ensure companies can provide data to regulatory authorities in a timely manner.

Meanwhile, U.S. financial regulators recently enacted a data governance framework that focuses on access to data. U.S. regulators’ initial concerns based on issues they had getting access to data in key banks’ (such as Lehman Brothers’) IT systems during the global financial crisis. This made it difficult during bankruptcy proceedings for the regulators to access the data needed to unwind positions and ascertain what money was owed to whom. However, subsequent legal reforms in the United States (e.g., the Dodd-Frank Act, enacted in 2010) have addressed these concerns by focusing on how companies disclose to regulators the way they manage their IT and data as part of regular prudential compliance activities. In the event of a crisis, regulators know companies will be able to provide the data they want. These new mechanisms ensure regulators know how U.S. firms manage and secure their IT systems and how they store, access, and manage data on an ongoing basis (as part of periodic compliance activities).

U.S. trade policy complements this domestic data governance framework with detailed, access-focused provisions that make data localization truly a last resort. Initially, the United States
created a loophole in the Trans-Pacific Partnership trade agreement for data localization by excluding financial data from the agreement’s prohibitions on data transfer restrictions and not specifying (in detail) the exact interests and emergency scenarios in which this would be acceptable.\textsuperscript{28} Recognizing this risk, the United States revised its approach in the U.S.-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA) on trade to show how legitimate issues raised by cross-border data flows can be addressed while allowing the free flow of data as the default and predominant policy approach. It is important to note that the USMCA still treats financial services data differently (which in an ideal world, it would not), as neither the provisions that prohibit data localization nor data flow provisions apply to financial services. USMCA parties agreed to recognize “that immediate, direct, complete, and ongoing access by a Party’s financial regulatory authorities to information of covered persons, including information underlying the transactions and operations of such persons, is critical to financial regulation and supervision, and recognize the need to eliminate any potential limitations on that access.”\textsuperscript{29}

Each member of the USMCA also agreed to provide financial firms with a reasonable opportunity to make changes to their IT systems (i.e., shift data storage from one jurisdiction to another) if they find they are unable to provide regulators with immediate and ongoing access to data. Highlighting (again) the central focus on access to data, the USMCA details that whenever a financial regulator requires a firm to change where it stores data, that new location does not necessarily have to be the firm’s computing facilities in its home country, and may instead be a third-country jurisdiction where both the firm and its domestic regulators are confident they would have access. In designing these and other provisions, the United States Trade Representative’s Office designed narrow and detailed language that facilitates government access to data for regulatory purposes, while ensuring countries remain committed to not enacting policies that require data localization or other barriers to data flows.\textsuperscript{30}

\textbf{Principle 2: Countries Should Put in Place New or Updated Mechanisms to Manage Cross-Border Access to Data for Law Enforcement Purposes}

From a law enforcement perspective, the implicit expectation within this framework for data free flow with trust is that they are happy to allow data to flow freely as long as they have a clear and efficient legal framework with other countries that facilitates their timely access to data (related to a legitimate investigation) stored in that jurisdiction. The problem is existing legal processes and treaties (such as MLATs) are woefully out of date, needlessly complex, and often delayed due to poorly resourced local agencies. Countries have mismatched legal assistance treaties, conflicting laws, and differing norms. Indeed, there is currently no comprehensive framework for how to successfully navigate cross-border jurisdictional disputes, especially those involving the digital economy. As the threat of cybercrime rises, there is an increasing need for clarity on these questions, particularly regarding government access to data outside of its borders.
Existing legal processes and treaties (such as MLATs) are woefully out of date, needlessly complex, and often delayed due to poorly resourced local agencies.

If we are to establish a widely shared regime of free flow of data with trust, one key component needs to be that national law enforcement agencies trust they can get access to domestic data stored in other nations. This section outlines how leading countries should both push for new mechanisms (such as Cloud Act “executive agreements” and a Geneva Convention on the Status of Data), while also working to improve the existing mechanisms (such as MLAT 2.0 agreements) many countries rely upon.

Develop New Mechanisms to Address Legitimate Law Enforcement Concerns

The challenge facing Japan, the United States, and other likeminded countries that value international cooperation and the broader benefits of data flows is working together to establish new and improved international legal standards and mechanisms for facilitating legitimate law enforcement requests for cross-border access to data. The alternative some countries are pursuing under the guise of law enforcement interests—data localization—threatens to undermine the global digital economy, especially if such an approach becomes the norm, as it would raise the specter of many—or perhaps even all—countries being stymied in their pursuit of cross-border criminal investigations (as each country would horde data locally). It would be better for countries to recognize the mutual benefit in implementing new and better mechanisms to help each other, given the increasing frequency in which local authorities encounter investigations that involve data held in another jurisdiction.

Ideally, countries would come together to negotiate a new multilateral agreement—a Geneva Convention on the Status of Data—to establish international rules for transparency, settle questions of jurisdiction, engender cooperation for better coordination of international law enforcement requests, and limit unnecessary government access to data on citizens of other countries. This would also help countries follow similar rules and procedures for cross-border law enforcement requests and actions. And it would address the issues of localization and barriers to data flows, with parties agreeing not to enact data localization (as this would undermine the central point of the agreement).

Such a multilateral initiative would be based on national sovereignty, as different nations have different sets of values, priorities, and legal systems. And because Internet companies offer services over global networks, it is often the case that two or more countries have interests in the same data. This initiative should not force a particular nation’s policies, such as promoting the strict standard of probable cause to gather evidence (as in the case of the United States) or allowing government access to evidence at the detriment of personal freedoms (as in the case of nations such as China and Russia), on the rest of the world. Therefore, each business should be subject to the laws of each country in which they have a legal presence. This principle would
ensure no company can escape complying with a nation’s laws by simply transferring data overseas. It is simply a matter of coming up with a framework to create interoperability between different countries’ approaches.

Ideally, countries would come together to negotiate a new multilateral agreement, a Geneva Convention on the Status of Data, to establish international rules for transparency, settle questions of jurisdiction, engender cooperation for better coordination of law enforcement requests, and limit unnecessary government access to data on citizens of other countries.

The United States’ experience with the Cloud Act provides an example of the types of law enforcement cases that can arise in today’s global digital economy, and how policymakers should respond in creating new mechanisms to facilitate cross-border law enforcement requests for data. The Cloud Act stemmed from a case in late 2013 when U.S. federal law enforcement officials obtained a warrant as part of an anti-narcotics investigation to seize the contents of an email account belonging to a Microsoft customer whose data the company stored in Dublin, Ireland. Microsoft refused to comply with the order, arguing that the U.S. government cannot force a private party to do what U.S. law enforcement has no authority to do itself: use a warrant to conduct a search-and-seizure operation on foreign soil. This case exposed the cracks in the foundation of the current framework used by law enforcement agencies to access digital information and determine jurisdiction on the Internet.

In response, U.S. policymakers enacted the Cloud Act to reform the current system and address the problems the Microsoft case raised, while protecting consumer privacy, enhancing the capabilities of law enforcement, and preserving international comity. The legislation authorizes the U.S. government to form reciprocal data-sharing agreements (called “executive agreements”) with other countries, giving them an incentive to remove barriers to sharing data with U.S. law enforcement. It also creates a statutory right for companies to challenge data requests from law enforcement that conflict with other nations’ laws.

Importantly, the Cloud Act also requires the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) to provide a written certification that a country (with whom it enters an executive agreement) “demonstrates a commitment to promote and protect the global free flow of information and the open, distributed, and interconnected nature of the Internet.” Even though the ability to make such a certification is one of many factors DOJ must consider when entering into an agreement with another country, a requirement to localize data suggests DOJ would consider this as a contravention of the CLOUD Act’s criteria. The United States has reportedly begun negotiations on executive agreements with the United Kingdom, and reportedly plans to use this agreement with the United Kingdom as a template in negotiations with other countries and regions, including the European Union, Australia,
and New Zealand. In a similar fashion, the European Union's e-evidence initiative aims to create a legal framework to enable judicial orders to be addressed directly to service providers based in other member states.

**Update Existing MLAT Agreements**

Beyond the U.S. Cloud Act and EU e-evidence reforms, countries should also improve existing processes and tools used to manage cross-border law enforcement requests for data, especially MLATs, as they are commonly used around the world. In this way, countries can put in place the individual building blocks that support the longer-term goal of a new multilateral agreement. To encourage more countries to adopt new or updated MLATs with each other, leading countries should also standardize and strengthen these agreements. The U.S. government should work with major economic organizations and forums, such as the European Union, the Organization of American States, and APEC, to establish and adopt model MLAT language, or a “MLAT 2.0.” This treaty should create a common process so that governments do not necessarily need to negotiate agreements with each individual country, but instead, allows them to use fairly standardized agreements across many nations. The goals of an MLAT 2.0 would be fourfold.

First, MLAT 2.0 should create a common framework for when and how countries may use domestic authorizations to access data outside their borders. This may include arrangements such as reciprocal recognition of domestic search warrants (when countries meet certain legal standards) in order to expedite the process. Similarly, the agreement may include comity analyses or notice requirements as a condition of this reciprocal recognition.

Second, MLAT 2.0 should commit countries to modernizing their methods for responding to foreign data requests, such as through the processes outlined in the previous recommendation. Third, countries should commit to complying with their counterparts’ lawful requests for data in a timely fashion, unless those requests would violate mutually agreed upon provisions, such as for national security reasons. Fourth, countries should report the number of requests they receive, the number of requests they fulfill, response times, and progress in their modernization efforts. The goal of reporting is to hold participating nations publicly accountable for their timeliness in adopting and modernizing MLAT processes, as well as to identify inefficiencies in the process.

Once adopted, each country should push their trading partners to use this MLAT 2.0 (given the trade implications of data localization), thereby encouraging more countries to adopt improved MLATs with one another. The United States should lead by example and work in good faith to update its MLATs to fit this model, and establish new MLATs with countries where no treaty currently exists. Working in tandem with its approach to cross-border law enforcement requests, the United States and its likeminded partners, as well as various regional economic forums, can streamline and expand the number of countries fielding MLATs.

**Strengthen Domestic MLAT Processes to Support Updated MLAT Agreements**

Japan, the United States, and likeminded countries should ensure the relevant domestic
institutions that manage foreign governments’ requests for data are efficient and well-funded. Streamlining the processes, including reducing the time it takes for domestic law enforcement to respond to foreign counterparts, would help alleviate concerns some policymakers have regarding cross-border data storage, as it weakens the incentives for data localization.

The United States presents a clear case where improvements have already been made, but more are required. Since 2000, the number of requests from foreign authorities handled by DOJ has increased nearly 85 percent.\(^{39}\) A 2013 report in which several U.S. officials were interviewed concluded that electronic evidence transfers are the most resource-intensive demands on DOJ’s Office of International Affairs.\(^{40}\) In 2015, DOJ requested $24 million be added to its budget to hire additional personnel to handle MLAT requests and train foreign law enforcement officials on how to meet U.S. evidentiary standards for MLAT requests.\(^{41}\) The request also sought to expand MLAT responsibilities to the Federal Bureau of Investigation by creating a dedicated unit that manages intake and tracking of MLAT requests.\(^{42}\) In 2017, DOJ requested $10 million for the same purposes, including the hiring of 97 positions related to MLAT reform.\(^{43}\) The U.S. Congress should give DOJ the funding it needs to modernize how it responds to foreign MLAT requests. In addition to funding, Congress should direct DOJ to review and streamline the process it uses to fulfill foreign MLAT requests. The 114th Congress considered several pieces of legislation that would improve the effectiveness and efficiency of this process.\(^{44}\)

**Leading Countries Should Use Reform Efforts and Revised Mechanisms to Push Back Against Foreign Data Localization Requirements and Data Havens**

Countries that adopt MLAT 2.0 agreements, Cloud Act executive agreements, or any other similar agreements should pledge not to impose data localization restrictions on companies for law enforcement purposes. Including anti-localization provisions in new agreements makes sure parties to those agreements do not have it both ways—in terms of having an executive agreement with the United States and other countries to facilitate more efficient access to data in their jurisdictions, while also forcing firms to store data locally to facilitate government access. Including this explicit provision would create a situation whereby there would be no benefit to data localization when it comes to law enforcement access to data.

There is a mutual benefit in combining updated MLAT agreements and processes with a pledge to avoid data localization, as the alternative (widespread data localization) would inevitably reach a tipping point whereby enough countries doing it would make cross-border cooperation on law enforcement investigations that much harder for everyone. Indeed, some policymakers already see limiting foreign investigations as a justification for enacting data localization policies.\(^{45}\)
There is a mutual benefit in combining updated MLAT agreements and processes with a pledge to avoid data localization, as the alternative would inevitably reach a tipping point.

As countries sign up to the Geneva Convention on the Status of Data, and this network of new Cloud Act executive agreements and MLATs emerges, responsible member countries should be better placed to identify those countries that act in bad faith in attempting to circumvent good faith efforts and international legal processes for providing law enforcement agencies lawful access to data as “data havens.” Under these respective agreements, nations would (ideally) also have the authority to block data flows to, or ban companies from basing servers in, these scofflaw data havens, as they have demonstrated they cannot be trusted to work with their counterparts on shared interests in the global digital economy, such as cross-border law enforcement investigations.

**Principle 3: Countries Should (Responsibly) Stop Data Flows of Illegal Content**

Some people interpret the concept of free flow of data across borders to mean all data should be allowed to traverse borders without barriers. But within the concept of data free flow with trust, it is important to recognize that not all data flows should be treated the same, as some data flows are rightly illegal. Thus, there is nothing contradictory about strongly supporting the global free flow of data while also supporting the blockage of the flow of illegal data, any more than it is to strongly support the free trade of goods, while supporting the blocking of trade in endangered species or human trafficking.

While policymakers can obviously put in place domestic laws to manage illegal online activity within their own country, due to the globally distributed nature of the Internet, such activity often remains accessible from foreign providers. From a pragmatic perspective, this is why a growing number of countries ask their Internet service providers (ISPs) to block access to websites engaged in illegal activities—such as those facilitating cybercrime, child pornography, or terrorism—because it is one of the few means available to authorities responding to illegal services and materials hosted abroad. Blocking websites engaged in intentional and systematic copyright infringement should not be considered any different. Obviously, it is important that any such framework be transparent and include legal checks and balances to ensure it is used appropriately, but its growing use around the world shows that this is eminently achievable and that website blocking can be an effective part of a country’s policy tool box to promote and protect creativity and innovation in the global digital economy.\(^\text{46}\)
Within the concept of data free flow with trust, it is important to recognize that not all data flows should be treated the same, as some are rightly illegal.

Many countries use website blocking to apply both new and existing legislation to a range of legitimate public policy goals that involve the Internet.

Examples of the types of websites countries block include:

- child pornography (many countries);
- malware (e.g., Australia);\(^47\)
- investment fraud (e.g., Australia);\(^48\)
- online gambling (e.g., Quebec, Canada and Singapore);\(^49\)
- pornography (e.g., India);\(^50\)
- prostitution (e.g., India);\(^51\)
- terrorism (e.g., the United Kingdom, Australia, France, and India);\(^52\) and
- copyright-infringing content (at least 42 nations).\(^53\)

As an example, website blocking is used extensively to block child pornography websites. The 190 members of the International Criminal Police Organization (INTERPOL) voted unanimously to promote the use of all technical tools, including website blocking, to fight child pornography. INTERPOL maintains a list of domains containing websites that disseminate the most severe child abuse material worldwide as part of a “worst of” list.\(^54\) It also provides domains, not URLs, for blocking. As INTERPOL explains, blocking does not by itself remove the offending content, but it does dramatically reduce the amount that is accessible and available to most users. As with many other issues, website blocking is used in conjunction with other measures.

The world’s leading digital economies should recognize that website blocking is a constructive intellectual property (IP) policy tool for copyright enforcement and to enact changes that allow website blocking, if they do not already allow it (as Australia, Singapore, and the United Kingdom do). Such formal recognition would reflect the fact that website blocking for copyright infringement has finally been normalized as an anti-piracy tool around the world. For online copyright infringement, there are at least 42 countries that have either adopted and implemented, or are legally obligated to adopt, measures ensuring ISPs block access to copyright-infringing websites, as figure 2 shows.\(^55\) The first website blocked for copyright infringement was AllofMP3 in Denmark in 2006. In the decade thereafter, fewer than 1,000 websites were blocked. However, over the past three years, countries have blocked more than 3,000 new piracy websites.\(^56\) The actual figure
is likely much higher, as some countries, such as the United Kingdom, do not release specific
details on which websites are being blocked, so as not to alert website operators. In February
2019, a Motion Picture Association of America presentation outlined that countries block a total of
3,966 websites and 8,150 domain names. Europe is home to the most countries that allow
website blocking. Portugal and Italy have each blocked 944 and 855 websites respectively. Furthermore, some countries, such as India, Singapore, and the United Kingdom, now allow
“dynamic” blocking orders that extend to proxy websites that piracy operators create after their
primary sites are blocked, and are to be enacted during live sporting events. Some of the
lessons to take away from the growing use of website blocking is that for it to be effective and
workable, it needs to be predictable, transparent, accountable, low-cost, and quick to implement.
If countries enact a framework along these lines, it can be a reasonable and useful tool to reduce
piracy and encourage consumption of legal content.

Figure 2: Countries that allow website blocking for copyright infringing content

Website blocking is a logical weapon to use given all the targets and tools countries have to fight
digital piracy. Domestically, the first of these is straightforward and already well underway:
enacting policies that support an increase to the number of legal service providers in order to
make it easier and cheaper for users to get legal media content online instead of using piracy
sites. Alongside this, countries can enact legal remedies to combat certain activities. For example,
for domestically hosted content in the United States, copyright holders rely on remedies in the
Digital Millennium Copyright Act, which has a “notice and takedown” process for rights holders to
get website operators to remove infringing material. Domestic stakeholders, such as brand owners, advertising intermediaries, and rightsholders, can also work together to voluntarily address aspects of the digital piracy ecosystem, such as by ensuring ads from reputable brands are not placed on piracy websites (thus cutting off a source of income).60

Fighting digital piracy gets much harder at the international level. The first option is for law enforcement agencies to specifically target website owners who operate digital piracy sites.61 However, in most cases, law enforcement cannot get cooperation from their counterparts in other countries to remove infringing material. What this highlights is that many countries are home to digital piracy sites, as they have governments that will not or cannot shut them down, either because there are weak or nonexistent intellectual property protections or for political reasons. Despite the fact that virtually every nation that acts as a haven for pirate sites is a member of WTO and World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and has signed on to multilateral agreements protecting intellectual property—such as the Trade-related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) agreement—many nations refuse to effectively address digital piracy in their own jurisdictions, such as is the case for Brazil, Pakistan, Russia, and Ukraine.62 This weakens trust in these agreements. Thus, absent changes to these institutions, or a change in attitude of governments of scofflaw nations, governments will need to work with Internet intermediaries as the main solution.

Website blocking for piracy, child pornography, or other illegal material is never going to be the silver bullet in stopping the distribution or access to certain illicit material, but it can definitely play a role. While there may be ways for users and piracy site operators to circumvent these methods (such as the use of virtual private networks), it is important to remember the aim of website blocking, such as other online enforcement methods, is not to eliminate online piracy altogether, but to change consumers’ behavior by raising the cost—in terms of time, risk, and willingness to find alternative sites and circumvention tools—in order to make the legal sources of content more appealing, thus supporting the creators and others that work to provide this material.

For example, an April 2016 Carnegie Mellon University study shows that website blocking in the United Kingdom has been effective in fighting digital piracy. The study used consumer data to analyze the impact of a court order for ISPs to block 53 websites in the United Kingdom in November 2014. It showed that website blocking, when done on a large-enough scale, can shift consumers from accessing copyright-infringing material to consuming legal content online.63 The study proves an intuitive understanding about online copyright enforcement: If enough piracy sites are blocked, then people will shift to legal sources, especially given the growing number of such services.

Proposals to use website blocking often face a range of ideological opposition, especially that blocking is antithetical to efforts to preserve a “free and open” Internet. While this is a rightly and broadly supported goal, at least in most democratic nations, it does not mean every website should be freely accessible.64 Just as supporting bans on the importation of ivory or cross-border human trafficking does not make one a protectionist, supporting website blocking for sites dedicated to piracy does not make one an opponent of a free and open Internet. Clearly, society should want as
little as possible to be blocked or taken off the Internet, and that such processes should have appropriate legal checks and balances. But this does not mean policymakers should oppose attempts to block online materials that are clearly illegal.

The second major criticism is website blocking will establish a negative precedent if used by democratic countries, and will weaken the moral authority of democratic nations to criticize totalitarian governments for limiting Internet access unrelated to intellectual property. Critics claim these governments would point to democratic nations’ use of website blocking to justify their own Internet censorship. But there is no comparison between a country that uses detailed and transparent legal means, supported by an independent legal system, to administer and enforce intellectual property online and a country simply censoring political speech online. Likewise, the U.S. government has not abandoned laws requiring child pornography to be blocked because it thinks doing so would give carte blanche approval to dictatorships that want to block dissenting websites. Online intellectual property enforcement is far from alone in being a public policy that could be misused in order to pursue unrelated or illegitimate objectives. In each case, what matters is the actual intent and the integrity of the process involved in administrating these policies.

**Principle 4: Countries Should Support (Not Undermine) Encryption’s Role in Securing Data Flows**

For data to flow “with trust,” as specified by Prime Minister Abe, it needs to take into consideration the key technology people and businesses rely on to ensure the confidentiality of data: encryption. Encryption is a process that secures information from unauthorized access or use, mainly by changing information which can be read (plaintext) to make it so it cannot be read (cipher text). Over the last few decades, researchers and firms have steadily gotten significantly better at using encryption to secure the privacy and integrity of data—which has been integrated into goods and services in order to improve security for consumers and businesses. In particular, the development of public-key cryptography, which allows users to communicate securely over an untrusted network such as the Internet, has underpinned most modern ICT products and services. As such, encryption has become a fundamental component of improving cybersecurity, and law enforcement, civil society, security experts, and even the former president of the United States all agree on its benefits. As ITIF argued in “Unlocking Encryption: Information Security and the Rule of Law,” the problem is that as the methods citizens and businesses use to secure their information have evolved, some governments, citing law enforcement and national security concerns, have pushed back and proposed or enacted laws that undermine encryption and the beneficial role it plays in today’s economy.
For data to flow “with trust,” as specified by Prime Minister Abe, it needs to take into consideration the key technology people and businesses rely on to ensure the confidentiality of data: encryption.

Encryption is increasingly important to the global digital economy, as it protects the confidentiality and security of data. Whether consumers realize it or not, encryption is as ubiquitous as the many ICT devices they use in their daily lives. Even without a user’s interaction, devices may use encryption when communicating to other devices to ensure commands received from one device are authenticated before being executed. As such, encryption allows consumers and firms to securely engage in a variety of online activities, such as through access to services (e.g., logons, passwords, e-commerce applications) and privacy of communications (e.g., email, instant messaging, virtual private networks). Businesses use encryption to ensure their research is kept confidential from competitors and hackers, and to ensure transactions with their suppliers and customers are authentic. Essentially, strong encryption helps firms and consumers securely communicate with systems and individuals around the world, thereby facilitating the transactions that allow the global digital economy to grow.

Firms use encryption to ensure, and prove, compliance with laws and regulations that require they use “technical measures” to protect data, such as for privacy, financial, data security, and other issues. Such encryption-related provisions focus on the firms using technological tools to ensure they protect certain categories of data, while still preserving their ability to transfer, share, and use data. For example: HIPAA uses encryption to protect personal health information; encryption of cardholder data is an acceptable method of rendering data unreadable in order to meet the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard, which is a set of security controls (an industry-required standard) businesses are required to implement to protect credit card data; and the European Union’s GDPR emphasizes data governance and accountability when firms manage personal data, requiring them to assess the risk of data loss and data breach and commit them to consider technical “state of the art” measures to mitigate those risks, including encryption.

Proposed and enacted government policies that undermine encryption have taken on a few forms:

- Requirements that firms license or register encryption with government agencies
- Firms only using a government-mandated encryption standard
- Local encryption key storage
- Prohibitions on client-side encryption
- Firms disclosing source code
Most recently, Australia, China, and the United Kingdom have enacted laws mandating tech firms cooperate with government to install back doors into ICT products and services. The United States considered such laws, but decided against them. Likewise, both Germany and the Netherlands have publicly disavowed backdoors in encryption products. Previous government efforts to limit encryption have had various levels of success in restricting wider use of secure technology, such as the much-maligned Clipper Chip proposal in the 1990s. Other attempts have been clandestine, generating distrust among the general public, foreign governments, and industry stakeholders, such as the National Security Agency’s surreptitious efforts to introduce backdoors into U.S. products and hide security vulnerabilities it has discovered in commercial systems in order for the government to exploit those weaknesses.

Governments should not restrict or weaken encryption. Any government attempt to undermine encryption reduces the overall security of law-abiding citizens and businesses, makes it more difficult for companies from countries with weakened encryption to compete in global markets, and limits advancements in information security. For example, mandating companies build so-called back doors into their products to facilitate government access undermines the integrity of firms’ encryption products. A weakness or opening provided for one stakeholder inevitably weakens the overall level of protection, as it provides an opening for others, such as hackers. Furthermore, such requirements raise a whole range of concerns for firms, such as defining technical requirements based only on a particular government’s subjective view of what is reasonable and practical, without due regard for how encryption is developed, how it works, or how it is deployed globally.

Moreover, attempts to restrict or weaken encryption would be ineffective at keeping this technology out of the hands of criminals and terrorists, who would be able to access encryption technology on their own. Furthermore, such requirements do not even guarantee success. With data at rest (in electronic storage), even if a law enforcement agency gets a court order to access a person’s data stored by a third-party provider (e.g., a cloud storage company), it would not be able to make sense of the data if it is encrypted and that agency does not have the key. If firms that provide the service to the person do not have the key to their customers’ encrypted data, then they will be unable to comply with requests by intelligence agencies to search through this data. For data in motion (information moving between two or more endpoints), law enforcement may try to gain access through court-ordered wiretaps to monitor specific communications. Again, law enforcement may be able to gain access to messages passed through a messaging service, but if the communications are encrypted end-to-end so only the endpoints (users) have keys, law enforcement officials would be unable to decipher it.

While many governments have enacted (or considered) such policies for law enforcement and national security reasons, others have used these concerns as a disguise for mercantilism. Encryption products are often at the cutting edge of technological innovation, so some countries...
view regulatory requirements as a way to help local firms catch up by providing copies or access to source code and related material. Similarly, some countries see regulatory restrictions as a way to discriminate against foreign firms and their products. For example, a requirement for a local encryption key storage would result in a firm or its customer having to set up a local server to facilitate the authentication and encryption process.

CONCLUSION

Just as aeronautical law evolved to support the expansion of global civil aviation, and international maritime law advanced to support the development of a global shipping industry, so too should countries and relevant stakeholders construct a framework to address issues raised by cross-border data flows. At the heart of this approach should be the recognition that data and data flows are beneficial, and that countries are most likely to come together around a pragmatic framework that addresses key shared issues that ensure firms are held accountable for how they manage data (wherever they store it) and helps people and firms maximize the social and economic benefits, while minimizing detrimental aspects (such as access to illegal content) and avoiding policies that undermine the confidentiality and security of data (such as through the use of encryption).
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